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A Glimpse of the Production and Consumption of Alcohol (Ethanol) in Iran under the Supervision of Food and Drug Organization (FDO)
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Alcohol in Iran is produced mainly from molasses of sugar cane and sugar beet. Other sources of alcohol production like wheat and barley exist, but because of some cultural and political reasons, they cannot be legally used for producing alcohol in Iran.

Twenty-six manufacturers in 18 provinces are officially active. The actual capacity of ethanol production with medical purity is about 100 million liters, but the real volume of production is about 40 million liters. 10 million liters of ethanol production is exported. Obviously, the importance of export multiplies after increase of price ratio between Dollar and Rial. Thirty million liters use internally as bulk in various industries provided in 1, 2 and 5 liter packages in hygienic and medical centers and also medical laboratories.

One and 2 liter packages are made from glass with amber color and 5 liter packages are made from plastic. The bright glass packages with smaller volume, are sold in market, actually are out of control products and obviously illegal. Also there is no available data on extra volume of alcohol production, although the sources of out of control alcohol are definitely the other kind of material except molasses. Since marketing of alcoholic beverages is prohibited in Iran, there are no exact statistics of the amount of alcoholic drinks used in this country. Also there is no official import of medical alcohol in Iran.

It is concluded that there is no available data for real volume of out of control alcohol and alcoholic beverages in Iran, so no one can predict prevalence of ethanol and methanol poisoning in Iran.
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Alcohol in Ancient Islamic Chemical and Medical Texts
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Nowadays, Alcohol is widely used in medicine and industry. On the other hand, it is well-known for its intoxicant and addictive effects and they were common in the past. Discovery of it was imputed to Mohamad ibn Zakaria Razi (Rhazes, 925 AD) or Jaber ibn Hayan (Geber, 815 AD). The Islamic researchers’ viewpoint about alcohol and their knowledge about this substance are aimed to be explored in this study. Hence, medical texts until end of 12 century were reviewed. Most of them were written in Arabic. In this way, Arabic terms like "alkohl", "alcohol" and "alqol" were used. In this study, the books of Islamic scholars including Rhazes, Geber, Alkendi (866 AD) and Ibn Sina (Avicenna, 1037 AD) were reviewed.
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